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	Develop robust modern web-based software applications and RESTful APIs with Laravel, one of the hottest PHP frameworks


	About This Book

	
		Master the flashiest functionalities Laravel has to offer
	
		Use PHPSpec to design testable software by specification to ensure quality code
	
		Explore the best-practices and latest features of Laravel 5



	Who This Book Is For


	If you are an experienced or a capable PHP programmer who has a basic understanding of the concepts of modern PHP (at least version 5.4), this book is ideal for you.


	Basic object-oriented programming and database knowledge is expected. You should already know your way around Laravel, or have at least experimented with the framework.


	What You Will Learn

	
		Convert specifications into classes and functions, using a specification-based behavioral-driven design (BDD)
	
		Create a deployment script for a continuous delivery environment
	
		Use Eloquent to interact with the database in an object-oriented manner
	
		Create RESTful APIs to allow an application to interact with other programs
	
		Easily scale software with route caching and the read/write configuration
	
		Use DocBlock annotations to enhance controllers and reduce the amount of code required



	In Detail


	PHP continues to revive and Laravel is at its forefront. Laravel follows modern PHP's object-oriented best practices and reduces time-to-market, enabling you to build robust web and API-driven mobile applications that can be automatically tested and deployed.


	With this book you will learn how to rapidly develop software applications using the Laravel 5 PHP framework.


	This book walks you through the creation of an application, starting with behavior-driven design of entities. You'll explore various aspects of modern software including the RESTful API, and will be introduced to command bus. Laravel's annotations package is also explained and demonstrated. Finally, the book closes with a demonstration of different ways to deploy and scale your applications.
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In Pursuit of the Traveling Salesman: Mathematics at the Limits of ComputationPrinceton Press, 2012

	What is the shortest possible route for a traveling salesman seeking to visit each city on a list exactly once and return to his city of origin? It sounds simple enough, yet the traveling salesman problem is one of the most intensely studied puzzles in applied mathematics--and it has defied solution to this day. In this book, William Cook...
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Developing Java Servlets (2nd Edition)Sams Publishing, 2001

	Before you begin reading this book, you might want to take a look at its basic structure. This will help you outline your reading plan, if you choose not to read it from cover to cover. This introduction gives you an overview of what each chapter covers.


	Developing Java Servlets, Second Edition, is a comprehensive,...
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How to Do Everything iPadMcGraw-Hill, 2010

	Tap into every feature of your iPad!


	Get the most out of the revolutionary iPad with help from this easy-to-follow guide. Covering both the Wi-Fi only and Wi-Fi + 3G models, How to Do Everything: iPad shows you how to quickly master the basics, such as customizing your iPad, using the Multi-Touch screen, accessing the...
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Parsing the Turing Test: Philosophical and Methodological Issues in the Quest for the Thinking ComputerSpringer, 2008
Parsing the Turing Test is a landmark exploration of both the philosophical and methodological issues surrounding the search for true artificial intelligence. Will computers and robots ever think and communicate the way humans do? When a computer crosses the threshold into self-consciousness, will it immediately jump into the Internet and create a...
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E=mc2: A Biography of the World's Most Famous EquationBerkley, 2001

	Already climbing the bestseller lists-and garnering rave reviews-this "little masterpiece"* sheds brilliant light on the equation that changed the world.

	

	"This is not a physics book. It is a history of where the equation [E=mc2] came from and how it has changed the world. After a short chapter on the...
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Essential JavaFXPrentice Hall, 2009
As we complete the final edits and our printing deadline looms, we’re excited and grateful to be involved with JavaFX. In February 2009, JavaFX reached the 100,000,000th download of the JavaFX runtime.1 The ranks of JavaFX developers will undoubtedly grow as more developers see the flexibility and power of JavaFX. This synergy, we believe,...
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